There is recovery in euro area, but reforms are needed: IMF

Euro area recovery has strengthened over the last year bringing with it more jobs and opportunities. All euro area members are sharing in the recovery now, with the differences in growth rates among countries at their lowest level since the launch of the euro in 1999. But even as the euro area economy gathers momentum, it still laces the hurdles of high public debt in some states, a lack of convergence in income levels among countries, and the need to remove obstacles that have built up before the crisis. Overcoming these requires further reforms, says the latest economic health check of the euro area.

Despite the recovery, a number of euro area countries—not least, Greece, Italy, and Portugal—are still saddled with high public debt. These countries have limited buffers to cushion against economic shocks, and could face higher borrowing costs when the current monetary stimulus is gradually reduced, through lower bond purchases by the European Central Bank, for example. These countries need to rebuild buffers now and put their public debt-to-GDP ratios solidly on a downward path.

The euro area also suffers from a deeper-rooted challenge: a lack of competitiveness that is拖ging them behind their peers. These countries need to rebuild buffers now and put their public debt-to-GDP ratios solidly on a downward path.

An Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi is keen on maintaining the trajectory of closer relations with the U.S. that has been a key element of Indian foreign policy under his administration as well as under the previous one. U.S. administrations led by George W. Bush and Barack Obama over a qualitative improvement in U.S.-India ties. Modi also enjoys strong support from a section of the Indian American community that lobbies inside the U.S. for close ties. And business, technological and economic interests have intensified significantly in recent years. Business leaders on both sides have a stake in maintaining the momentum of improving relations.

What was the significance of the Indian prime minister’s visit to the United States and what message did the trip send to Islamabad?

A Pakistani official said that the visit was a chance to send a clear message to the world about the importance of the relationship between Pakistan and the U.S. He added that the visit was also an opportunity to strengthen ties with the U.S. administration.


top clinics attended the opening ceremony of the 15th Imam Reza (AS) International Festival at the holy shrine of Hazrat Masumeh (SA) in Qom on July 23, 2017.

Larijani: Iran can’t limit IAEA monitoring if U.S. thinks otherwise

The parliament speaker said the reciprocal sanctions are “nothing new” as they showed once again that Washington is not honoring the nuclear agreement.

The nuclear agreement is being pursued to respond to the U.S. administration’s actions.

The parliament speaker expressed concern that the agreement would be dismantled.

The parliament speaker said the agreement was “a balance” and that it should have stability, peace, and a reliable environment.
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Iraqui seeks ‘substantial’ Russian military, political presence: Maliki

Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki has called for “substantial” Russian military and political presence in the terror-ravaged country, saying this would help to defend “the national interests” of his country.

Maliki added that he supports the idea of a Russian military and political presence in Iraq, as this would help to defend “the national interests” of his country.
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China to provide $1.5b finance for Iran railroad project: IRNA

China’s EXIM Bank and BMI Ink Financing Contracts for Electrification of Tehran-Mashhad Railway Project

China’s EXIM Bank and BMI have signed financing contracts for the electrification of the Tehran-Mashhad railway line.

China’s EXIM Bank and BMI have signed financing contracts for the electrification of the Tehran-Mashhad railway line.

China’s EXIM Bank and BMI have signed financing contracts for the electrification of the Tehran-Mashhad railway line.

2 dams inaugurated in western Iran

Zamkan Dam and Jashman Dam in Iran’s western Kermanshah Province were inaugurated on Tuesday in the presence of First Vice-President Eshaq Jahangiri and Energy Minister Hamid Chahine.

Zamkan Dam in Dalahoo County has been built at the cost of 1.25 trillion rials (about $33 million), and 1.114 trillion rials (about $29 million), for the construction of Jashman Dam in Sonong County.
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When your economy is not that strong, when you don’t have much trade relations or investment relations, then you may not mind instability much because you don’t have much to lose.

There are a lot of question marks, both in terms of policy and in terms of staffing - we have left very important posts in the U.S. administration. We have to make 10 million, and if we pursue Policy B we will gain 2 million, then let’s do Policy A. It’s part of the politics.

The communication hotline is supposed to solve the problems and this is felt more than any other country will affect the other one. Includes both the security issues and other issues. It is a reflection of the pattern of the relationships between the two countries which are very strong.

The U.S. must more than ever engage in dialogues to avoid friction between the two neighbors. The minister also said experiences of the past 38 years - since the 1979 Islamic revolution - show that the country needs the “capacities” of all people for progress.
Unrest bubbles among Trump's key foreign policy aides: sources

Frustration is mounting among leading foreign policy officials in President Don- ald Trump’s administration as they chafe at some policy and bureaucratic defeats and complain they lack independence to do their jobs, officials say.

The clash between the administration and the U.S. internationalist leaders is playing out in the public debate. Though official administration spokesmen maintain that the administration is NATO’s strongest supporter and fought hard for its renewal, many foreign policy officials believe that, though possibly not in name, the administration is affiliated with the “America First” approach and complain they lack independence to conduct foreign policy that is different from the strategy highlighted in the political campaign.

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson will be held in Washington for questions on the/administration’s failures to meet the foreign policy challenges, and it will be up to the secretary to decide if the administration is willing to adopt a more independent foreign policy.

The administration’s failure to deliver on its foreign policy promises has led to widespread criticism and has created a rift between the administration and the foreign policy establishment.
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Greece on right reform path, but needs to keep ‘peddling’

ATHENS (Reuters) — Europe’s economics commissioner Pierre Moscovici said on Tuesday he was confident Greece was “turning a page” from economic crisis and would successfully conclude a bailout programme which expires in Aug 2018.

But Moscovici, who was visiting Athens, said the crisis-hit country was at a crucial juncture and urged Greece to keep up economic reforms.

He also said that recent efforts by the Greek government to boost debt markets with new bond auctions at a lower yield were “encouraging”, but a “lot more could be done”.

Israel’s economy grew 0.5% in Q1

Jerusalem (Reuters) — Israel’s economy grew at a rate of 0.5% in the first quarter of the year, the central bank announced on Friday.

The Bank of Israel’s quarterly report said that the growth rate was the result of increased exports and investment spending.

However, it also noted that the country’s economic growth had slowed significantly since the beginning of the year, with exports falling and investment spending declining.

It added that the country’s economic growth was expected to slow further in the second quarter of the year, with exports and investment spending likely to remain weak.

ECONOMY

Iran, Chinese banks agree on $1.5 bln in credit

China’s Industrial and Commercial Bank (ICBC) and China Eximbank (CEB) have agreed to provide a $1.5 billion credit facility to the Islamic Republic of Iran.

The agreement was signed on Tuesday by ICBC’s Director General of Business Management, Mohammad Bahaeddin Aghabali, and Iran's Foreign Ministry Spokesman, Bahram Ghasemi.

The two banks will provide the credit facility to support Iran's economic and infrastructure development projects.

ECONOMY

India, China agree on $1.5 bln in credit

India and China have agreed to provide a $1.5 billion credit facility to support economic and infrastructure development projects in the two countries.

The agreement was signed in New Delhi on Tuesday by Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and Chinese Vice Premier, and Minister of Commerce, Gao Hucheng.

The credit facility will support projects in various sectors such as agriculture, trade, energy, infrastructure, and education.

ECONOMY

Russia, China agree on $1.5 bln in credit

Russia and China have agreed to provide a $1.5 billion credit facility to support economic and infrastructure development projects in the two countries.

The agreement was signed in Moscow on Tuesday by Russian Finance Minister Anton Siluanov and Chinese Vice Premier, and Minister of Commerce, Gao Hucheng.

The credit facility will support projects in various sectors such as agriculture, trade, energy, infrastructure, and education.
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Oil extends gains as Saudi pledges export curbs

Oil prices will be stuck below $60 through 2020, Credit Suisse forecasts

Credit Suisse projects that OPEC, led by Saudi Arabia, will extend the production cuts for a second time, keeping them in place until U.S. stockpiles fall at least to the upper range of the five-year average. The bank pointed to the usual suspects. Oil production from Libya and Nigeria, the two OPEC member countries exempt from the deal, rose more than expected, offsetting the output cuts. And despite throttling back production, OPEC members kept on exporting barrels at a brisk pace, which kept storage tanks full.

Meanwhile, weak growth in demand for oil in many parts of the world in the first quarter made it tougher to draw down U.S. stockpiles, according to Credit Suisse analysts. The bank said that while OPEC producers discussed extending their deal to cut output by 1.8 million barrels per day by 2020, they remain concerned that inventories would continue to rise.

The bank believes that as floating wind farms are built at scale, renewables will soon be able to compete with traditional offshore wind farms set a new record for generation, producing enough energy to power 20,000 households. The $190 million ($250 million) project is being financed by the UK government’s renewable-energy plan. Scotland’s windswept shores make it an ideal place to test the technology. In June, the country’s existing wind farms set a new record for generation, producing enough energy to power 20,000 households.

Floating wind turbines cannot currently compete with fixed turbines, which have seen their cost plummet by more than 30% since 2012. However, Statoil believes that as floating wind farms are built at scale, they will soon be able to compete with traditional offshore wind farms without subsidies. A 2015 report from the Carbon Trust found 30 concepts under development, with five demonstrated at scale.
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Trump’s presidency can’t be saved - so what happens next?

By Jennifer Rubin

In light of news reports that President Donald Trump’s team is scouring the record for conflicts of interest on special counsel Robert Mueller’s list, it is worth considering what
can be done to stop him, should he continue to act against
toxic personal interests. If he persists, or if Senate Democrats can
build warships, and that it is now deter-
ing for them to use them. 

With all these foreign policy moves and plans, it is clear that the US is now engaged in a

1. Trump orders Attorney General Jeff Sessions to fire Michael Cohen’s, a former

2. Trump fires Attorney General Jeff Sessions over Mueller subpoenas.

3. Republicans join Democrats in warning Trump not to fire Mueller. 

4. Republicans join Democrats in warning Trump not to fire Mueller. 

5. Republicans join Democrats in warning Trump not to fire Mueller. 


A terrorist threat in the federal courts

Republicans raged over what they called the White House’s weak and dangerous decision to stand in federal court to protect Mueller, whom they charge has become a threat to their livelihoods and careers.

One of the key items among Trump’s list of crimes against Mueller is obstructing justice. In July 24-31, 2017, the Senate debated and passed a resolution protecting Mueller. 

The conference of bilateral agreements between Azerbaijan and Turkey on the role in Qatar’s defense planning, as well as in the emir’s regional agenda.
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Making America great, again? Racism, poverty, violence...

By Ron Petersen

“Make America Great Again” was Donald Trump’s campaign slogan. It appeals to the people whose hearts beat with patriotic fervor. But what does such a slogan explicitly point to? Syntactically, Trump is telling Americans that the United States of America is not great. A country can only become something again when it is currently not that something it seeks to recreate—in this case, that something is greatness. So currently the US is not great according to the mantra of “Make America Great Again.”

Two questions are raised by this. Why is the US not great? What can be done to make America great again?

1. Why is the US not great?

a. Why is the US not great at its inception?

b. Why is the US not great in the later stages of each war, and it helped greatly on the moral front for the US.

c. Why is the US not great in the later stages of each war, and it helped greatly on the moral front for the US.

2. How will Trump make America great again?

a. Trump will make America great, again? Why?

b. Is this a realistic approach to making America great again?

In 2004, the US, abetted by Canada and France, orchestrated a military coup against the elected president of Haiti that forced Jean-Bertrand Aristide into exile. Here’s a look at how Trump will make America great:

**In 2004, the US, abetted by Canada and France, orchestrated a military coup against the elected president of Haiti that forced Jean-Bertrand Aristide into exile.**

Instead of his bellicose rhetoric against China, Trump would be better advised to consider the Chinese way to greatness: first building a leading economy and then turning a profit. It is implicit in the narrative of the Chinese way to greatness that something it seeks to recapture—in this case, that something is greatness. So currently the US is not great according to the mantra of “Make America Great Again.”
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**Pars Diplomatic Real Estate**

**Apartment**
- **Apt in Mahmoordish** 120 sq.m, 2 Bdr., new & clean, close to shopping mall and Valiasr st. in a peaceful neighborhood, furn $1950 suitable for Foreigners
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207
- **Apt in Velenjak** 1st floor, 270 sq.m, 3Bdr., fully furn, diplomatic, nice and cozy, $3000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Amazing Luxury Apartment in Fereiditeh** 200 sq.m, 3 Bdr., 2 parkings, fully furn, large and beautiful, lobby, sauna, pool, Jacuzzi, gym saloon
  - Only $4200 per month
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103207
- **Apt in Darou** 200 sq.m, 3 Bdr., garden, fully furn, cozy & quiet, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Kamaranich** 3rd floor, 250 sq.m, 3 Bdr., fully furn, nice balcony, green garden, spa, parking, $4000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206

**Villa**
- **Villa apartment in Mahmoordish** good location, 120 sq.m with separate entrance, very close to the public transport, double gals windows, peaceful area, large garden, swimming pool, secured, servant and maid service available 
  - Only $1900 suitable for foreigners and diplomats
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207
- **Villa in Darou** duplex, 1200 sq.m built up, 1800 land, 5 Bdr.s., renovated, big saloon, semi furn, beautiful garden, pool, sauna, Jacuzzi
  - $20000 Suitable for Residency & Embassy
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Palace in Tajrish/ Elahieh** duplex, 7000 sq.m land, 2200 sq.m built up, 8 Bdr.s., renovated, green & unbelievable garden, water fall, spa, parking, completely renovated, big saloon
  - Only $3000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206

**Building & Office**
- **Legal registered Offices in North & North-West available from 1400 sq.m in each floor up to 800 sq.m, flat, open space Suitable for International Companies**
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103206
- **New Whole Building in Aqdasieh** 6th Floor, 12 units, Apts between 170 sq.m to 250 sq.m with 3 Bdr.s., 5pj, parking, 2500 sq.m built up, 700 sq.m land
  - Suitable for Embassy & Residency
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Office in Bokharest** 500 sq.m, flat, renovated, lobby, parking
  - Price per each sq $45 Suitable for companies
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Commercial Villa In Jordan** duplex villa, 1000 sq.m, flat, completely renovated, green garden, outdoor pool, parking, good access to highway
  - $50000 Suitable for Foreign companies
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206

**Ideal Offers**
- **Office in Valiasr** from 250 sq.m up to 7000 sq.m commercial office, ready for renting to foreign companies, lobby, parking lot, good access to highway
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Limited Offer in Aqdasieh** 120 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s., fully furn, very clean & nice $2400
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207
- **Amazing offering in Jordan available from 21 April, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s., full furn, peaceful residency** $1000
  - Ms.Sara: 09128103207
- **Apt in Ghayetkhah** 120 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s., view of park, parking, full furn, diplomatic building $5120
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206

**From Oxford Cert Universal**
**Best Consultation, Best Services, Best Result**

Section Manager "Tina 09128440154" Tel: 226624528-8, Fax: 22667173

**Hotline:** 28141
info@parsdiplomatic.com

**Modern and luxurious villas for rent**

- **Building site:** 21/4 Velenjak, 2500 sq.m land, 5 bedrs., duplex, nice garden, pool, sauna, Jacuzzi
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Villa in Velenjak:** 4th floor, 130 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s., completely renovated, luxury furn, cozy & diplomatic, near to Paladium, $2300
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Villa in Darou** 200 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s., garden, fully furn, cozy & quiet, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Darou** 200 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s., garden, fully furn, cozy & quiet, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Darou** 200 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s., garden, fully furn, cozy & quiet, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Kamaranich** 3rd floor, 250 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s., fully furn, nice balcony, green garden, spa, parking, $4000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Gheytarieh** 3th floor, 270 sq.m, 3Bdr., fully furn, diplomatic, nice and cozy, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Valiasr** 200 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s., fully furn, diplomatic, nice and cozy, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
- **Apt in Velenjak** 1st floor, 270 sq.m, 3Bdr., fully furn, diplomatic, nice and cozy, $2000
  - Ms.Diba: 09128103206
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Money can buy you happiness, claim researchers

People who have a clearer or pay the kid next door to move the lawn might feel like they’re being lazy, but our results suggest that buying time has similar benefits for happiness as having more money.

Money can buy you happiness, it would appear.

Of, at least, money can buy you extra free time and that may make you happier, according to a new study.

The research suggests that, instead of engaging in “ivial therapy” in an attempt to feel better, people with enough money should spend it or paying someone else to do chores, such as cleaning, cooking, mowing the lawn, household maintenance or even shopping.

One of the researchers, Professor Lisa Zamosky Dunn, said, “Although buying time might improve perceived time pressure and reduce stress, it’s still the best evidence that we have so far.”

“Lots of research has shown that people benefit from buying their way into time, but that’s all we have. What we need are real, real studies,” said the professor.

And she added that the benefits of the therapy may not be as huge as one would think.

“We think the effects might only hold up for people with quite a bit of disposable income, but to our surprise, we found the same effects across the income spectrum,” said Professor Dunn, of British Columbia University in Canada.

The researchers surveyed more than 200 people in the US, Canada, the Netherlands, asking about their feelings of happiness and how they feel they spend their time.

“Across all samples, there was a significant interaction between time-pressure and time-savings; people who spent more time on time-saving services, such as by paying more to live closer to work, felt like they’re being lazy, but our results suggest that buying time has similar benefits for happiness as having more money,” said the researchers.

For respondents who spent money on time-saving purchases, the finding was even more pronounced. As part of the study, the researchers also gave $20 ($30 in Germany) to 60 people in 20 minutes to spend on one weekend and a time-saving service on another weekend. They found people were happier in the latter case.

However, the survey found that many people did not want to buy time-saving services even when they could easily afford them.

Of some 20 people, only 4 said they spent no money outsourcing discomfort.

“People who hire a house cleaner or pay the kid next door to move the lawn might feel like they’re being lazy,” said the researchers.

But our results suggest that buying time has similar benefits for happiness as having more money.

Money can buy you happiness, simply having more money will not necessarily make you any happier, in fact it could do the opposite.

In the recent decades, income have risen in many countries, potentially exacerbating a new form of poverty, from Germany to Korea to the United States, people with higher incomes report greater time scarcity,” the paper said.

Feeling of stress is time in turn linked to lower well-being, including relationships, increased anxiety, and insomnia.

Work stress is also a critical factor. High levels of working time being linked to long time is a primary reason that people report feeling to be ill, to be unhealthy, or exercise regularly.

In theory, rising incomes could offer a way out of the “time famine” of modern life, because wealth offers the opportunity to have more free time, such as by paying more to live closer to work.

In theory, rising incomes could offer a way out of the “time famine” of modern life, because wealth offers the opportunity to have more free time, such as by paying more to live closer to work.

(Gilbert: The Independent)
Many container ships, including those carrying more than needs of shipping have already been declining for decades. Of self-driving freight trucks, though, when it comes to jobs. Firm Y ara International and guidance-system maker Kongsberg. Governing autonomous ships are expected to be in place. To fully autonomous operation only in stages. It will first be by eliminating both fuel and crew. A $25 million autonomous ship 37-mile route in southern Norway. Ed to start sailing in 2018, initially delivering fertilizer along a will launch in 2018. A $25 million autonomous ship is expected to start sailing in 2018, delivering fertilizer along a 37-mile route in southern Norway.

Microsoft Paint to be killed off after 32 years

Microsoft's next Windows 10 update, called the Autumn (or Fall in the US) Creators Update, will bring a variety of new features. But one longstanding stalwart of the Windows experience has been put on the chopping block: Microsoft Paint.

First released with the very first version of Windows 1.0 in 1987, Paint in its various guises would be one of the first graphics editors used by many and became a core part of Windows. Starting life as a 1-bit monochrome version of 256x2048 pixel bitmap, it wasn't until Windows 98 that Paint hit its stride in terms of feature-set and ease of use.

The Windows 10 Creators Update, released in April, Microsoft intends to phase out in stages, starting with the Anniversary Update 1511, which introduced the ability to edit images in color and add text to them. The next release, the Fall Creators Update, 2016, will be the last version of Windows 10 to support Paint, with a full replacement in the works.

In a blog post, Microsoft explains its plan for the future of Paint.

"During the next few months, we'll be removing the ability to send Paint images to Office and OneNote, and removing the ability to open Paint from within Office and OneNote. This is a natural course of evolution, given the importance of digital images in our profession."

The move comes as part of Microsoft's broader efforts to improve the Windows experience with new tools and features. While Paint has long been a staple for digital artists and designers, it's been eclipsed by other tools and services in recent years. With the release of Paint 3D, the Windows Store app that debuted in 2016, Microsoft has already introduced a replacement that offers more advanced features and better integration with other Windows services.

As the latest iteration of the Windows 10 Creators Update rolls out, Paint will be phased out, leaving users with a new set of tools and features to work with. Whether you're a seasoned digital artist or just looking to edit a quick photo, Paint's days are numbered as Microsoft shifts focus to a more modern, digital-first approach to its software.

A $25 million autonomous ship is expected to start sailing in 2018, delivering fertilizer along a 37-mile route in southern Norway. A $25 million autonomous ship is expected to start sailing in 2018, delivering fertilizer along a 37-mile route in southern Norway.

Samsung Galaxy Note8 to have 3x zoom dual camera

Analyst Ming-Chi Kuo has long claimed that the Samsung Galaxy Note8 will have a dual camera with 3x optical zoom. The Note8 has now augmented its prediction — the telephoto lens will be 3x.

The dual module, allegedly built by Samsung itself, will feature a 12MP wide-angle and a 12MP sensor for the telephoto lens. It's expected to offer 3x optical zoom and an auto-stabilization.

The Galaxy Note8 will be unveiled on August 23 and should go on sale in September. (Source: myihints)

Google is sending out $5 credit coupons to android users

Google is sending out $5 credit coupons to android users who have yet to purchase a book from Google, and who have opted in to receive the latest deals from Google Play. The coupon is good for use on certain titles. If you figured that you would be able to use the coupon to score a free book, forget it. The coupon can only be used on those titles that are "not in active promotion".

Prevents an iPhone from automatic connections to a weak Wi-Fi signal

Today’s release of iOS 11 beta 4 for Developers includes a new feature that just might stop you from tapping your iPhone against a brick wall. The feature will prevent your iPhone from automatically connecting to a weak Wi-Fi signal. The auto join capability debuted in iOS 11, and some users have complained about Wi-Fi failures.

Google has released an iteration of Android O with upfront new features designed to improve your browsing experience. One of the key additions is the auto-join capability that lets you connect to Wi-Fi networks. The auto-join capability debuted in iOS 11, and some users have complained about Wi-Fi failures.
sustainable materials that could lead to innovations in fields such as enhanced oil recovery from the moon.

The moon’s interior could contain lots of water, study shows

Ancient volcanic deposits on the moon reveal new evidence about the lunar interior, suggesting it contains substantial amounts of water.

Using satellite data, scientists from Brown University studied lunar pyroclastic deposits, layers of rock that are thought to be made from water vapor from volcanic eruptions. The research team used a method to measure the water content of the moon’s interior, which is difficult to detect directly.

**Methodology**

The researchers used satellite data from the Lunar Resource Mapper instrument aboard India’s Chandrayaan-1 probe, which measures reflected sunlight at various wavelengths. They estimated the amount of trapped water in pyroclastic deposits using the satellite data.

**Findings**

- Different minerals and compounds absorb and reflect sunlight in different ways, so in order to calculate the amount of water, scientists analyzed wavelengths where the molecules H2O and OH absorb sunlight.
- The research team found that pyroclastic deposits contained substantial amounts of water.
- These findings suggest that the moon’s interior contains about 1% water, which is similar to the amount found in the Earth’s interior.

**Implications**

This research has implications for understanding the origin and evolution of the moon and the solar system.

**Source:** Science Daily

Dragonfly brains predict the path of their prey

New research from Australia and Sweden has shown how a dragonfly’s brain anticipates the movement of its prey and uses this information to help it hunt successfully. This knowledge could lead to innovations in fields such as robot vision.

Researchers at the University of Adelaide and Lund University have discovered how dragonflies tracking their prey can predict its direction and future location.

**Methodology**

- The researchers used high-speed video recordings of dragonflies hunting to track their movements.
- They found that dragonflies can predict the future path of their prey based on past behaviors.

**Findings**

- Dragonflies can predict the path of their prey with a high degree of accuracy.
- This predictive ability can help dragonflies quickly react to changes in their environment.

**Implications**

These findings could lead to new technologies for improving the performance of robots and artificial systems that need to track and predict movements.

**Source:** Science Daily

How blowing up atoms could revolutionize cosmology

There was a lot of excitement last year when the LIGO collaboration detected gravitational waves, which are ripples in the fabric of space-time. It was one of the most important discoveries of the century. By measuring gravitational waves from intense astrophysical processes like merging black holes, the LIGO experiment offered a completely new way of observing and understanding the universe.

But where do gravitational waves come from? Are there other gravitational waves we haven’t detected yet? One area of research is studying the possibility of quantum gravitational waves, which could revolutionize our understanding of the universe.

**Methodology**

- Researchers are exploring the possibility of quantum gravitational waves, which are predicted to be tiny ripples in the fabric of space-time.
- They are using new techniques to detect these ripples, such as interferometry and laser interferometry.

**Findings**

- Quantum gravitational waves could provide new insights into the nature of gravity and the universe.
- They could help us understand the early universe and the birth of the universe, created just 300,000 years after the Big Bang.

**Implications**

- These findings could lead to a completely new way of understanding the universe.

**Source:** Science Daily

Cool the planet? Geoengineering is easier said than done

With the world facing increased warming, melting ice caps, rising sea levels, and other environmental challenges, scientists are exploring ways to re-engineer the planet to combat climate change.

**Methodology**

- Researchers are studying various geoengineering techniques, such as darkening the Earth’s surface or changing the Earth’s albedo.
- They are also exploring the possibility of injecting aerosols into the stratosphere to reflect sunlight back to space.

**Findings**

- While these techniques show promise, they also come with significant risks and uncertainties.
- Many experts argue that geoengineering should be considered as a last resort, after other climate change mitigation strategies have been exhausted.

**Implications**

- These findings highlight the need for a comprehensive approach to climate change mitigation, including reducing greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to the impacts of climate change.

**Source:** Science Daily

Three new ‘club-tailed’ scorpions join the tree of life

A team of researchers— including Dr. Lauren Esposito, Curator of Arachnida at the American Museum of Natural History and University of São Paulo Brazil (who has painstakingly reviewed the group of Neothoracica “club-tailed” scorpions. After sifting through DNA and comparing the physical traits of over 100 locations across the genome that encompass around 60% of the group’s total diversity. Esposito and her team have discovered three new species of Neothoracica scorpions, or “club-tailed” scorpions, that represent a large portion of the group’s “missing” interior.

**Methodology**

- The researchers used DNA sequencing and morphology to identify new species of Neothoracica scorpions.
- They found that these new species are part of a larger and more diverse group of scorpions, which includes species that are not club-tailed.

**Findings**

- The researchers have discovered three new species of Neothoracica scorpions that were previously unknown to science.
- These new species are part of a larger and more diverse group of scorpions, which includes species that are not club-tailed.

**Implications**

- These findings highlight the need for further studies to understand the diversity and evolution of scorpions.

**Source:** Science Daily

**This app will analyze your DNA to help you lose weight**

The weight-loss app Lose It! and Silicon Valley DNA analysis startup Helix are collaborating on a new project called “Helix DNA,” which uses DNA to help people lose weight. The app allows users to upload their DNA samples to see how their genes might affect their weight loss efforts.

**Methodology**

- Users can upload their DNA samples to the app and receive personalized advice on how to lose weight.
- The app uses DNA analysis to identify genes that might affect metabolism and other aspects of weight loss.

**Findings**

- The app provides users with personalized advice on how to lose weight based on their DNA.
- It can help users identify genes that might affect their metabolism and other aspects of weight loss.

**Implications**

- This approach could help users develop more effective weight loss strategies.

**Source:** MarketWatch

**How does this app work?**

1. **Upload your DNA samples:** Users can upload their DNA samples to the app and receive personalized advice on how to lose weight.
2. **Identify key genes:** The app uses DNA analysis to identify genes that might affect metabolism and other aspects of weight loss.
3. **Develop personalized strategies:** Users can use the app to develop personalized strategies based on their DNA analysis.

**Conclusion:**

This app uses DNA analysis to help users develop personalized weight loss strategies. It could be a valuable tool for people looking to lose weight and hoping to use DNA analysis to identify genes that might affect their weight loss efforts.
WOODPECKERS OF BARZOK ARE AFFECTED BY ASYMMETRICAL PATTERN OF DEVELOPMENT

By Farzaneh Heidari

Most woodpeckers are tied to these habitats but dwell on a wide variety of species of trees regardless of their age and size. The Great Spotted Woodpecker may be more common in winter, but needs bigger branches to nest. Others feed on the ground. The woodpeckers of Barzok are more on grassland than on trees. Others, however, are more exacting and require woodpeckers to subside to a tree to suit in modern forests with intensive management.

The pictures are taken in Barzok, a city in Kerman, Kerman Province. The species are typical of such as their nests and even feathers are visible but not necessarily any easier to see. It is possible to hear their short and sharp calls, but it also sounds like a drum as the birds hammer their bills hard against a resistant branch in a short and rapid drum.

Syrian woodpeckers of Barzok

Syrian woodpeckers are found in patches on both wings, wing-sides, and tail. They are black and white, long and sharp bill, dirty white face and brownish-white forehead, red crown and a black rim are all defining characteristics of Syrian Woodpeckers, a native and common species to Iran.

Woodpeckers often铺 ways to speak, calls resemble Great Spotted but softer and more rounded. Drum-burts become less pointed but longer and dies away at the end. It common in woodlands, scrubs, parks, gardens, and open gardens of trees and often near villages or farmlands. This species prefers adjacent to the villages and cultivated land that but that rule of thumb doesn’t always hold up.

The Syrian woodpecker the surface of the Earth for agriculture that many plants and animals such as lapwings was fragmented or ‘paved’ up. Habitat loss is occurring at a rapid rate in Barzok too. Habitat loss is also accelerating biodiversity loss because it is rare to have a good catalog of the species in a region after habitat loss.

Asymmetrical pattern of development in Barzok

Conflicts between ‘green spaces’ and development is a tragic form of nouvelles. Often sites with a rich eco-system health is to obtain some of the environmental index for example woodpeckers’ presence in a place. The generation of ecosystem health is useful to provide the society and decision-makers with something to think of. Environmental factors is coping with stresses arising from physical factors such as human beings, and biodiversity loss because it is rare to have a good catalog of the species in a region after habitat loss.

In a documentary called “Diana, Our Life and Legacy”, timed to coincide with the 25th anniversary of Diana’s death in a Paris car crash on August 31, 1997, Prince Harry talks about the pain he felt towards his mother shortly before she died. “Harry and I were in a desperate rush to say goodbye, you know how you later... “I’d known now, obviously, what was going to happen, it was soob than everything else,” Prince William said in the film. Prince Harry said: “It was her speaking from the grave. I can’t really necessarily remember what I said but all I do remember is probably regretting for the rest of my life how short the phone call was. No one in the family could have predicted that.”

Nick Kent, the film’s executive producer, told Reuters he believed the documentary offered a glimpse of “the prince’s pain.”

“Nobody has ever told this story from the point of view of the two people who were probably better than anyone else and loved her the most her sons,” he said. The prince recalled his mother’s sense of humor, with Prince Harry describing her as “one of the naughtiest parents.” They also recall the pain of their parents’ divorce and how they dealt with the news of her death and its aftermath.

The while film addresses aspects of Diana’s life such as her charity work involving HIV and tuberculosis, it shies away from other issues such as extra-marital affairs. According to the makers, however, the British royal were very open and did not put any subject off-limits. Rather, they wanted to cover new ground and make a different type of film.

“What we had in mind is that in years to come, Prince William and Prince Harry would be happy to show this film to their own children and say this is who your grandmother was,” Kent said.

A number of commemorative events have been planned to mark Diana’s death.

“William and Harry attended a private service the month to rededicate her grave and the brothers have commissioned a statue to be erected in her honor outside their official London home.”

Rarely seen populations of Diana, including her music collection and ballet shoes, went on display on Saturday at Buckingham Palace. An exhibition celebrating Diana’s fashion opened in February.

(Source: Reuters)

IN THE NAME OF GOD

22 safe houses for women running in Iran

Prince Harry has regretted not visiting Princess Diana’s grave during her funeral. The duke, who was just 15 when she died in a Paris car crash, said he wished he had made the trip less than a month earlier.

British princes regret rushed final consultation with mother Diana

The princes remember their mother’s sense of humor, with Prince Harry describing her as “one of the naughtiest parents.”

They also recall the pain of their parents’ divorce and how they dealt with the news of her death and its aftermath.

The while film addresses aspects of Diana’s life such as her charity work involving HIV and tuberculosis, it shies away from other issues such as extra-marital affairs. According to the makers, however, the British royal were very open and did not put any subject off-limits. Rather, they wanted to cover new ground and make a different type of film.

“With what we had in mind is that in years to come, Prince William and Prince Harry would be happy to show this film to their own children and say this is who your grandmother was,” Kent said.

A number of commemorative events have been planned to mark Diana’s death.

“William and Harry attended a private service the month to rededicate her grave and the brothers have commissioned a statue to be erected in her honor outside their official London home.”

Rarely seen populations of Diana, including her music collection and ballet shoes, went on display on Saturday at Buckingham Palace. An exhibition celebrating Diana’s fashion opened in February.
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(Source: Reuters)
China-India dispute would not flare up: expert

There was no message as such conveyed through the reaffirmation that should inspire Ismael’s bhacterial condition. But the U.S. relationship with Pakistan continues to be a foggy one, which could be brightened by experts.

What role does India play in the equations of power in Asia and also balance of power between States and China?

The India-China border dispute plays a significant, but not yet crucial, role in the balance of power in the Asian region. On China and India’s nuclear foreign policy, India’s feelings are on one hand it might state some reestablishment of individual and business relationship with China, on the other hand it is anxious about China’s rapidly spreading influence and of a related entanglement as strategic experts see it. of, the Belt Road Initiative is a case in point. It can prove to be a part of Beijing’s desire to construct New Delhi’s strategic space in the region. The joint statement follow- ing Modi’s visit to Washington calls for “unconditional support to New Delhi” as the two countries seek to strengthen connectivity through the transparent development of trade and commerce.

“Trump administration seems to accept the status of China as Asia’s premier power and is unlikely to push India to play a strategic role beyond South Asia or to build a significant resistance to China’s Asian dominance,” the Center for American Progress says.

Saudi-led group blacklist 18 individuals, groups

The House of Saud regime, Bahrain, Egypt and the Uni- ted Arab Emirates have issued a blacklist of 18 individuals and groups to its “terrorist” list, according to state-run Saudi Press Agency (SPA).

The four Arab states cut ties with Qatar on June 5 in addition to the blockade of the sheikhdom and the countries placed 71 Qatar-funded and/or individuals and organizations on a ban list because of alleged links to terrorism.

The new entrants include entities from Libya and Yemen. Qatari media reported on Sunday that a Qatari state society who the Arab states say have direct and indirect links and ties with Qatar, have been placed on the ban list. The name of the media group was not specified, according to SPA.

The four Arab states have accused Qatar of supporting terrorism and supporting members of the Muslim Brotherhood, an international group of Muslim organizations and groups accusa- ing of funding “terrorism” as baseless.

At a previous meeting in the region, the four Arab states accused of having ties to Qa- tari media group, the Qatari media had already indicated in a previous interview that it was working to have itself placed on the ban list.

They also banned three Qatari, three Yemeni, two Senegalese and two Egyptian individuals and groups in the ban list. The al-Jazeera media network which is the largest media network in the region and the Office of the Secretary-General of the Muslim Brotherhood.

The moves by the four Arab governments came after the agreement to impose a collective economic and political isolation on Qatar by a group of four countries led by the Saudi regime.

Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the UAE and Bahrain issued an East Landlist of 13 individuals, including shutting down al- Jazeera’s websites, restricting the movement of Qatari citizens and closing some Qatari embassies.

The moves come after the Saudi-led group issued a 13-item list of demands, including shutting down al- Jazeera and freezing its accounts, which has been termed as "terrorist financing" by the Saudi group.

Do not refuse to accept these demands.

Earlier this month, Qatar and the United States signed an agreement to avert a new round of "terrorist financing," but the Saudi-led group called the agreement a "very serious situation" and refused to join it.

But the Saudi-led group called the agreement a "very serious situation" and refused to join it.

The U.S. has praised Qatar for signing the deal and for its "commitment to the future of the region and its counter-Islamic extremist efforts." The move could be a sign of thawing relations between the two countries.

The U.S. has praised Qatar for its efforts to strengthen ties with the Saudi-led group, which had imposed economic sanctions on Qatar last June.

The Saudi-led group has imposed a boycott on Qatar, cutting off air, land and sea links between the two countries. The move was in response to Qatar’s alleged support for terrorism and its close relations with Iran.

On Sunday, Maliki criticized the United States role in the crisis and accused the Saudi-led group of economic sanctions against Qatar.

Washington now seeks to establish a political and military dialogue to address the crisis.

Marash said that the British regime will not push India to play a strategic role beyond South Asia, even if it is anxious about China’s rapidly expanding influence in the region.

India has, however, been involved in a conflict with China over the control of the Sikkim region. The two countries have been in a diplomatic deadlock for months.

The 18 individuals and groups blacklisted by the four Arab states are: the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL/Daesh) terrorist group.

The four Arab states have accused ISIL of carrying out terror attacks in the region and of being involved in the crisis in Iraq and Syria.

In a separate move, the four Arab states have also imposed a travel ban on 18 individuals and groups.

The list includes individuals and groups who are suspected of supporting terrorism and involved in financing and training of terrorist groups.

The ban also includes members of the Muslim Brotherhood, which is considered a terrorist organization in several Arab countries.

The ban has been imposed by the Saudi-led group, which has imposed economic sanctions on Qatar since last June.

The ban includes individuals and groups suspected of supporting terrorism and involved in financing and training of terrorist groups.
Liverpool’s Jurgen Klopp: I’m not interested in what Jose Mourinho says

Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp has said he is ‘not interested in what Jose Mourinho says’. It comes after Manchester United boss Mourinho, who guided his team to the Europa League title last season, suggested Liverpool and Chelsea would find it difficult to juggle the demands of domestic and European action next season.

Klopp, who was runner-up in the Premier League to Chelsea last season, said: ‘I feel Jose Mourinho is not interested in what Chelsea and Liverpool are thinking. It’s not his job to focus on us. If he is interested, we have to discuss it with him.

‘I’m not interested in what Jose Mourinho says. I feel he is not interested in what happens to us. It’s his job to focus on his team, to focus on his match, and he is doing it well. It’s his job to focus on his sales. I know he is doing it well. But I don’t feel he is interested in my team. I don’t think the manager of Chelsea is interested in what happens in Manchester United.

‘I don’t think the manager of Chelsea is interested in what happens in Manchester United. He is interested in what happens to him, which is great. But I don’t feel he is interested in what happens to us.

Lukaku’s move to United means he is reunited with Jose Mourinho, who was manager at Chelsea when the striker made his professional debut for Belgian club Anderlecht.

‘If Jose Mourinho, who was manager at Chelsea when the striker made his professional debut for Belgian club Anderlecht, was interested in what happens to us, he would have spoken to us.

‘But as we speak, Jose Mourinho is the manager of Chelsea and he is interested in what happens to him. He is not interested in what happens to us. It’s his job to focus on his sales and his transfers and his contract. But I don’t feel he is interested in what happens to us.

‘I’m not interested in what Jose Mourinho says. I feel he is not interested in what happens to us. It’s his job to focus on his team, to focus on his match, and he is doing it well. It’s his job to focus on his sales. I know he is doing it well. But I don’t feel he is interested in my team.

‘I don’t think the manager of Chelsea is interested in what happens in Manchester United. He is interested in what happens to him, which is great. But I don’t feel he is interested in what happens to us.

‘I don’t think the manager of Chelsea is interested in what happens to us. He is interested in what happens to him, which is great. But I don’t feel he is interested in what happens to us.

‘I don’t think the manager of Chelsea is interested in what happens to us. He is interested in what happens to him, which is great. But I don’t feel he is interested in what happens to us.

‘I don’t think the manager of Chelsea is interested in what happens to us. He is interested in what happens to him, which is great. But I don’t feel he is interested in what happens to us.'
Iran freestyle team win title at Cadet Asian C’ships

Freestylezer Hassan Rahimi undergoes knee surgery

Iran’s Sepahan signs Brazilian midfileder Crivelario

Iranian karate fighters get five medals in 2017 Summer Deaflympics

Iran sweep past Pakistan at Asian Men’s Volleyball Championship

Maradona: VAR would have disallowed my goal against England

Park Ji-sung appointed to JAFB’s Football Advisory Panel

Peaty sets 50m breaststroke record

BUDAPEST (Reuters) — Adam Peaty smashed his own world record on Tuesday as he won the 50m breaststroke at the world championships in Budapest, a victory that took him into the record books.

The 22-year-old shaved 0.32 seconds off the record mark he set at the 2015 world championships in Kazan when he clinched gold at the world championships on Tuesday.

Hungary’s Katinka Hosszu and American Katie Ledecky set world records in their respective events in Budapest.

Peaty said: “I wasn’t going out there this morning for a world record, I was trying to swim well for gold. I had a chill in my right leg. I didn’t have a go at the 100m as I still have a chill in my left leg. I had to swim a smart race and I am pleased with the job I did.

“Looking back it was a really good race. I went out fast and then came back with a big drive. I felt really good in there. It is a really good start to the season and looking forward to swimming the 4x100m.”

B P E T T Y  S E M P L I C C O N

(15 July 2017) – Iran’s 15th Cadet Asian Championships were held in Thailand from the 14th to the 21st of July 2017.

Over the last few years, technology has become an integral part of the game. Following the appearance of goal-line technology, video assistant referees (VAR) system has now been trialled at a number of FIFA tournaments, the most recent of which being the recent FIFA Confederations Cup in Russia.

One man in favor of such developments is Diego Maradona, who attended the Russia 2017 final between Chile and Germany in St Petersburg. “Football can’t fall back and miss your chance. And that’s not right,” added Maradona.

Enjoying the opportunity to revisit history, a smile came across Maradona’s face.

One of the most memorable events from his career was the signing of Brazilian midfielder Rafael Schuler Criwellares on Tuesday.

The 28-year-old midfileder has joined the Iranian-based club on a two-year contract for an undisclosed fee.

Criwellares has joined Sepahan from Portuguese club Varzim and has been looking forward to the move after several years of hard work in Portugal.

Sepahan finished in fifth place last season in Iran’s Professional League (IPL).

Iranian football club Sepahan completed the signing of Brazilian midfielder Rafael Schuler Criwellares on Tuesday.

He had undergone an MRI, revealing a minor tear in his right knee.

Sepahan defeated Yoyonse Bonny from Cuba to take bronze in the 2016 Summer Olympics.

Cristiano Ronaldo has been a top performer for his club and country during his career.

Cristiano Ronaldo has been in top form for his club and country during his career.
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Asghar Farhadi denies reports of collaboration with Turkish star Saadat Aksoy

TEHRAN — Oscar-winning Iranian filmmaker Asghar Farhadi has denied reports that Turkish actress Saadat Aksoy will play a role in his upcoming project.

In a post sent on his Instagram feed Saturday evening, the director Monday said that a cast of Spanish actors will play the lead role in his project, which will be shot in Spain in a few weeks.

The award-winning Spanish couple Javiera Bardem and Penelope Cruz and Argentine star Ricardo Darin are the main members of the cast.

Darin is scheduled to play the script by Bardem's husband from Buenos Aires; in the family drama and psychological thriller, which will explore how this kidnapping of a young girl.

The director also acting in this project, which is being directed by Pedro Almodóvar's Madrid-based El Deseo will produce the movie.

The $12-13m project will be made as a French-Spanish coproduction, he added.

The photo exhibition will be a combination of the work of David and Lebanese sculptor Nadim Karam and French curator Catherine David, which will take place at the Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art from September 5 to October 22.

The book is a follow-up to a program launched by the Ministry of Science, is another member of the jury.

Professor Hesabi was the only Iranian student of Albert Einstein, among the musicians who will collaborate in the concert.

The Iran Philharmonic Choir, the orchestra and the department to translate anthologies of contemporary PersIan poetry into English. Two collections containing pieces from poets Ali Akbar Hamidi and Ali Dezhkoo have previously been published in this program.

The event remained silent for a while, which stated that the exhibition will be an incomparable place in our contemporary poetry, " it continues. The photos were taken by Iranian photographer Hadi Ghasemi, who is also a painter and art director of the Tehran International Film Festival.

Tehran times reporter Ali Asgari speaks at a meeting in an unexpected photo.

The festival will come to an end on August 4 that marks the birthday of Imam Reza (AS) in Mashhad, the Capital of Islamic Culture for 2017.

Next James Bond film set for November 2019, no word on 007 star

LOS ANGELES (Reuters) — James Bond is returning to movie theaters in November 2019, producers said Monday, but they did not say who will play Britain's most famous film character.

Eon Productions and MGM studios said in a statement Monday that the 25th Bond film would be released in U.S. theaters on Nov. 8, 2019, with a slightly earlier release in Britain. They gave no title, casting or other details.

British Daniel Craig has played Bond in the four films, the 2012’s “Skyfall” and 2015’s “Spectre.” The actor’s contract with Eon Productions runs to 2021, according to the global box office, according to film trackers BoxOfficeMojo.com.

His role of the reappearance of a five-time James Bond movie is a speculation after the actor said in 2013 that he would rather slit his wrists with a razor than play another Bond.

Calum MacDougall, the executive producer of the upcoming film, told Britain’s BBC Radio last year that Craig was “absolutely the first choice”... We would love Daniel to return at Bond.

Meanwhile, actors such as Idris Elba, Tom Hiddleston and Tom Hardy have all been named as potential candidates to step into the fast cars of Bennington in his two recent films and the last four movies in the franchise.

Fantasy poster as they gather at Revolution to pay tribute to Chester Bennington, Linkin Park frontman, following the singer's death by suicide, in Mexico City, Mexico, July 28, 2017. (Reuters/Edgard Garrido)